JP - JAPANESE (JP)

JP 1XX. Japanese Elective. (1-3 Credits)

Course involves directed self-instructional approach in the Critical Languages Program. Students are required to study the textbook and practice with assigned audiovisual materials (CD's, DVD's, or computer files). Students have practice sessions three hours per week with a “language partner” who is a native/near native/superior-level speaker of the language. This is a SUPERVISED-SELF-STUDY class. The “language partner” will help students develop their communicative ability during class meetings. During the class meetings students will actively participate in practicing spoken language to acquire better pronunciation and conversation skills. English use will be kept to a minimum in class. Regular class attendance and participation is required. Native or near native speakers of this language are NOT allowed to take this course. (Offered upon sufficient demand)
Course Fees: $30

JP 101. Elementary Japanese I. (3 Credits)

Course involves directed self-instructional approach in the Critical Languages Program. Students are required to study the textbook and practice with assigned audiovisual materials (CD's, DVD's, or computer files). Students have practice sessions three hours per week with a “language partner” who is a native/near native/superior-level speaker of the language. This is a SUPERVISED-SELF-STUDY class. The “language partner” will help students develop their communicative ability during class meetings. During the class meetings students will actively participate in practicing spoken language to acquire better pronunciation and conversation skills. English use will be kept to a minimum in class. Regular class attendance and participation is required. Native or near native speakers of this language are NOT allowed to take this course. Prerequisite: JP 101. (Offered upon sufficient demand)
Course Fees: $30

JP 102. Elementary Japanese II. (3 Credits)

Course involves directed self-instructional approach in the Critical Languages Program. Students are required to study the textbook and practice with assigned audiovisual materials (CD's, DVD's, or computer files). Students have practice sessions three hours per week with a “language partner” who is a native/near native/superior-level speaker of the language. This is a SUPERVISED-SELF-STUDY class. The “language partner” will help students develop their communicative ability during class meetings. During the class meetings students will actively participate in practicing spoken language to acquire better pronunciation and conversation skills. English use will be kept to a minimum in class. Regular class attendance and participation is required. Native or near native speakers of this language are NOT allowed to take this course. Prerequisite: JP 101. (Offered upon sufficient demand)
Course Fees: $30

JP 201. Intermediate Japanese I. (3 Credits)

Continuation of language at the Intermediate level. Emphasis is on the development of reading skills and writing proficiency. Prerequisite: JP 102. (Offered upon sufficient demand)
Course Fees: $30

JP 202. Intermediate Japanese II. (3 Credits)

Continuation of language at the Intermediate level. Emphasis is on the development of reading skills and writing proficiency. Prerequisite: JP 201. (Offered upon sufficient demand)
Course Fees: $30